
Aron Pizman 

I am as a mechanic at the plant named after Kirov in Mogilyov-Podolskiy. This photo was taken for
the board of honor in 1959.

In 1955 I went to work at the food industry equipment plant in Mogilyov-Podolskiy and worked
there 46 years. I started as a laborer, then I worked as a tinsmith and a mechanic. I joined the
party in 1958. I also passed exams for the 6th form of school and went to the 7th form. I always
liked to study and had all excellent marks at school, though I was always pressed for time. After
finishing school I wanted to go on studying. In 1960 the plant sent me to study in Moscow
extramural all-Union machine tool College. I passed my entrance exams to the College and entered
the machine tool manufacture faculty. I also worked as a tool mechanic at the plant and studied by
correspondence doing written tests during a year and then I had exams in June. I stayed 40 days in
Moscow, doing practical work and taking exams and credits. On 13 April 1964 my brother and I
obtained diplomas of production technicians of instrument manufacture. I was promoted to the
shop production engineer and soon afterward I became a shop foreman. In 1969 I was appointed
tool shop superintendent. I was always interested in design. Few years later I went to work as a
design engineer in the design office of the plant.

My son Igor was born in 1952 and my younger son Mikhail was born in 1961. My sons were raised
like all Soviet children. They became young Octobrists, pioneers and then joined Komsomol at
school. We didn't celebrate Jewish holidays, but we celebrated Soviet holidays at home and at
work. We had guests at home. On 1 May and 7 November my wife and sons and I went to parades
with other employees of the plant. On Victory Day, 9 May, we went to the meeting with veterans of
the war on bank of the Dnestr, near the tank that was the first to enter Mogilyov-Podolskiy on 19
March 1944. We also celebrated New Year and family birthdays. We usually spent family vacations
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at the seashore in the south. We sometimes bought tours or just rented rooms there.
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